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Are you wishing to lay your pavers yourself? 

Or you are tidying your glum looking backyard? 

We’re here to help! Not only can we supply the natural 

stone products to do so but we can also give you the 

guidance you may need on how to do it yourself!   

The 3 simple step’s on ‘How To’ lay your  
Natural Stone Pavers.

Please keep in mind this is general advice, 

call us or consult a professional if you have 

any questions or for guidance on your specific 

area.



In regards to adhesive we usually recommend Fixall when laying 

onto a concrete slab. Mix 3-4 LT of water with  20kgs of Fixall, 

slowly to a toothpaste consistency. Please note - If your laying a 

driveway, or area used for more than standard foot traffic, 

replace the water component with a latex liquid additive, such as 

Megalastic. 

Tip: Make sure that your concrete is free of dust and sparkling clean.

What to do with the glue 



Use a 12mm trowel and apply adhesive to concrete, to small 

areas of 1m2 at a time. Using a duckbill trowel apply a thin 

layer over the back of each tile before you lay them. 

 

Wipe any excess adhesive away using a damp sponge, 

immediately and keep tiles very clean to avoid staining. If 

you’re using our Unfilled & tumbled Travertine they can be 

butt joined (tiles touching). You should wait 24 hours to 

allow drying time for your pavers.

How to:



Firstly, ensure all tiles are clean and free from any adhesive on 

top or in grout lines and you have chosen the grout colour best 

suited for your stone (e.g. charcoal goes well with Bluestone). 

You then want to mix water with the grout just as you did with the 

Fixall adhesive, again to a toothpaste consistency. 

Apply the grout using a rubber grout float to an area of 1 to 2 

m2 at a time. Using a damp sponge, wash any and all excess 

grout from top of tiles and be sure to change water from the 

bucket every 8/9m2 for that clean even finish. After 24 hours 

stone pavers can be washed with hose and broom for final 

clean.

Grouting!



Sealing is highly recommended in areas where food or 

drink or heavy oil products will be prone to spillages. 

Ofcourse there is no harm in adding the sealer to other 

spaces, it will extend its beauty lifespan, but it isn’t as 

necessary. Natural stone is porous, meaning spillages will 

be absorbed into the stone, the purpose of the sealer is 

the aid with the cleaning off of this, and to limit the 

initial absorption. Prior to sealing, stone should be 

completely dry and clean, only apply if weather is 

forecast to be clear of rain. 

For the smoothest and most consistant coverage, we 

recommend using a lamb’s wool applicator.

To seal or not to seal?



We recommend and sell Tasman chemicals sealers, they are 

penetrating (will soak through into the stone) and have a long 

life span. Stone to stone, the absorption and coats will vary 

but we recommend to apply 3-4 coats of your selected sealer to 

give full effect. We recommend using ‘stone shield’ for a 

natural-invisible finish or ‘Enhance’ sealer for a darker look, 

this will darken your stone up to 40%. 

If you haven't brought your stone off of us, check regarding 

sealer first!

What sealer should you use?



Keep an eye out for next week’s ‘How to’ post, we will be 

giving you the tips of how to lay your bluestone and some 

of our other natural stone products. 

 

 If you have any Questions, queries or concerns please give 

the Slate discounts team a call at the office on 9706 9767 

and we will be more than happy to assist!

Good Luck!


